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Students paint T-shirts
in protest of violence
By Ashley Little
Daily Staff Writer

Memphis Belle
Grow ing up means making hard
decisi,ms p. 2

During the Vietnam War.
SH.000 soldiers died in battle. In
that same year. 513100 women
were killed by a husband or boyfriend. according to the Men’s
Rape Prevention Project.
This statistic set a path for
people in Cape Cod to put a stop
to iolence against %%omen by
creating .1.-shirts to tell their story
of domestic s iolence and to create the Clothesline Project.
Starting off with a small group
of women who had ti "’OW form
or another experienced domesAVM
tic v iolence, it has liott
to more than SOO communities.
The first gathering produced 31
T-shirts. It is Mitt estimated that
50,000 to 61135111 shirts are produced worldwide. :iccording to
the Clothesline Project Web site.
"If I could. I would hang Tshirts all over the quad." said
Anne Chau, program coordinator
of the project and the Women’s
Resource Center.
The project made its was to
the San Jose State Unisersity Art
Quad Tuesday sponsored hy the
Women’s Resource Center. the
Peer Health Education Program
and the Prevention Education
Program.
"The primary goal of the
Clothesline Project is to end the
silence surrounding the issues

Guest Column
New bankruptcy bill will do
more harm than pod p. 2

VORIS

Women’s Golf
Lead tournament gluing into
final round p. 3
Baseball
Loses to Stanford 5-2 p. 3

Zach Beecher / Daily Stuff
Grog Mullins, a junior majoring in creative writing, paints "t love you
on his demonstrative T-shirt sponsored by the Women’s RPS01.1.,.
Center and the Peer Health Education program. The Clothesline Project
demonstration was protesting domestic abuse on Tuesday. "It’s never the
victim’s fault," Mullins said.

Sorority to put
on lip-sync contest
By Joe Shreve
Daily Staff Writer
Movie Review
’The Amityville llorror scares
a new generation p. 4
Art Show
French artist displays works at
local art gallery p.4
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Crossword p.
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Today. San Jose State University
students may find an alternative to
the more illegal ways of celebrating April 20 by attending the Ninth
Annual Perpetratin Lip Sync and
Dance Competition. put on by the
Sigma Omicron Pi sorority.
The competition will take place
at 7 p.m. at the Morris Dailey
Auditorium, and will feature nine
10- to Is -minute skits by various
campus organizations as well as a
guest performer. The master of ceremonies will be radio personality
Chuy Gomez of KMEL 106.1 FM.
Each of the performing groups

will have a lip-s% tic number as
well as a dance routine as a part of
their skits.
Tammy Son. the me:on/LT
id the event, said the esent its
growl front a small eent held In
the Student 1 sin with about Ital
students m attendan, e in 1997 to
an audience id about a thousand at
last year’s event.
The event is intended to rat,.
money for charitable organ! /anon.
that have suffered budget losses.
This year, the event w ill he for
the benefit of the Sunday Friends
Foundation.
"We really take pride in how
much we do to help out in the , iimsee CONTEST, page 5

of intimate partner violence and
sexual assault." according to the
Clothesline Project Web site.
The project came to SJSU two
years ago after it was donated
from another organization. Since
then, more than 100 T-shirts have
been made in honor of domestic
violence sursisirs and victims.
A single clothesline was
placed in between two trees displaying around 10 T-shirts
Shirts with till stones and
shirts with letters to the abusers
that said, "To Mr. Coward.- were
all lined up for people to see.
Some said single words such as
"anger." and some told a whole
life story.
One shirt told a story of a little
girl who loved her uncle, but in
the end he was the one that sexually abused her.
Along with being able to admire the shins, students were
also able to make and design
their own T-shirt. If they did not
know anyone involved in domestic violence, they were instructed
to write a message describing
how they felt about domestic
iidence
Once the T-shirts are made,
they w ill he shown once a year to
let people see how others feel.
"This is a chance to bring out
to light the issue of domestic
iolence." said Natalie Alizaga,
from the Peer Health Education
see CLOTHESLINE, page 6

Journalism club
to host Magazine Day
By Traci Newell
Daily Staff Writer

The 19th annual Magantic Das
will take place on Thursday m the
Student I ’Ilion
Magaime Day. run by SI ii
Alpha Gamma. is an opportunits
stmlents um:tested in magazine
iournalisin to listen to and interact
ith wens in the magazine held
"It’s it chance to listen to 211
professionals outside of the ch..room. make contacts for intern
ships, freelancing and jobs." said
Harvey Coddle. a jinirnalonn
professor
Magazine day begins at Si 30 .1 iii
with a reception in the Luna Prieta
room for the magazine and media

piotessional panelists. Af ter the
reception there are two panels
"Corporate vs. Independent Press and "Marketing Yourself’
will
mn from 9 a.m. to I0.15
"Thus is :1 great opportunity to
just pick the brains of people who
actually work in the magazine)
field.- said Tatiana Getty. a tumor
maioring in journalism.
Getty also is a member ot Mu
Alpha Gamma and helped put to.
gether some ot the panels.
Two additional panels
"Freelancing" and "Starting Vont
Own Magazine"
will run trom
iii a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
Mu Alpha Gamma selects the
panels and the panelists each
year to fit the students’ interests.
see MAGAZINE, page 6

A.S. e-mail
updates
get mixed
reviews
By Sarah Holcomb
Daily Staff Writer

While some students at San Jose
State l’nisersity wonder about the
Associated Students e -mails that
my sterniusly infiltrate their ’ribose., tithers accept the reality that in
the electronic information age. email is the new flier.
Three or four years ago. A.S.
began sending e -mails to participants in intramural leagues to
notify them of game changes or
other pertinent information, said
Alfonso De Alba, executive director for A.S.
De Alba said A.S. conducted a
student survey to Mid out how students prefer to he notified of events
on campus that are affiliated with
A.S. De Alba said the majority of
students answered that they would
like to be contacted v la e-mail.
"Feedback has been mostly
positive because students have told
us this is how they want to he communicated to.- De Alba said.
De Alba said A S. used fliers
and ads ertisements to communicate events to students in the past,
but has %MCC changed its strategy-.
"These arc. not burgers. they are
serige pros kied to the students."
De Alba said.
The e-mail system allows A.S.
to define the needs and satisfaction
of the students, while also cornmu:mating the direction of the
organization to the students. De
Alba said.
"Compared to the previous way-,
e-mai I me the students allows them
mum. lksthility in the decision of
whether they %sant to read it or
not,- fk Mb. said. "We get more
feedback tim regards to what they
believe in and a lot more mformatit in about what it is they want."
Jenny lama.. a graduate student in tot:Ial work, said she didn’t
quest [On %% here A.S. got her e-mail
address is hen she started getting
the e -mails last year.
"It didn’t bother me." Lemas
said. "That’s how the school functions now, es cry thing Is commumsated through e -mail. I .emas said she thinks it is a
good way for the unliersits to
t olltIOUllIcille to the students
"I dunk its great." Lemas said.
-It feels like everyone in the student body is welcome to tom the
events "
Ry an Reinert,. a tumor majonng
in marketing, said he doesn’t read
the e -mails he rec mes from A.S.

am E-MAIL, peg* S

Interns hold test drives for Chevrolet
Event is part of semester-long marketing class project
By Christine Glarrow
Daily Staff Writer.

Business marketing students have
been test-driving their skills learned
in the classroom in a real -world experience with Chevnilet.
’The semester -long project’s ultimate goal is to spread brand awareness in the two day event. called
"Chemistry in Motion."
The event, which started Tuesday
and will continue today at Pasco de
Cesar Chase,, features two red 2005
Chevy Cobalt.. including the four door, standard sedan Cobalt I.S and
the two-door, supercharged Cobalt
SS.
Students from 24 universities, nationwide. pant.. male In the project.
Nine students from San Jose
State Cm.ci sits parth ’pate work

ins as a marketing agency, called
RevolutionEyz. Little said.
"They’re all doing the same project." said Amy Little, marketing
major and public relations head for
RevolutionEy7.
The class is one of two options for
graduation and students apply by submitting a resume and at least one professor’s recommendation to Richard
%The’. professor of marketing and
decision sciences who runs the class
The project requires students to
meet for two hours every Monday to
discuss what each department within
the group
public- relations, solicitation, advertising. event coordinating,
is
researching and Well designing
doing. Little said.
"I think it’s a really great learning
experience," Werhel said, who has
been teaching the course for about lo
years at SJSI’

Werttel said the group has to do
such real is, It task. as work closely
togethei is ith a team. w mite a report.
manage a Midget. marketing iesearch
and ads erfisin
"It’s 11141ft: of a ploa,toe role than
in a regular c lassos im." Vverhel said
The group J., mdm led a focus
group. kIIIISISling itt 2 people, as tune
of the prole, t’s key elements
On Mai.Ii 24. the eionp had as
meeting is oh Chevrolet. it, present a
proposal tot its marketing campaign.
has spent the past
Rev oliitionl
couple oi weeks ads ert tsing. mchid
mg on its Wet. site
"We’re doing .s hat sou would do
in real life, working in an agency. I Mlle said
iille said that this is a new learn
1110

14,1

ototte

see INTERNS, page 6
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Jennifer Scup,’ Daily Stall
Rachael Corrington, a sophomore majoring in sociology, sits in the Chevorlet Cobalt SS car on
display in front of the Central Classroom building. Students who filled out surveys received
raffle tickets for various prizes. Donations were also accepted for Make-A -Wish Foundation. The
Marketing internship class put on the event for its class project.
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MEMPHIS BELLE

True adulthood begins with making choices
This weekend, a good friend and I talked about
what it means to be an adult.
Some people think you become an adult when you
turn 18. Others think the transition occurs when you
turn 21 and can legally drink, although people tend to
act a lot more immature when they’re drunk. So. when
are we no longer children and considered adults?
Each day we make decisions in life. Sometimes
they are as petty as deciding what we should we wear
to school or have Mr lunch.
During spring break, my dad called to tell me that
my 91 -year-old grandfather had a minor stroke and
was in the hospital.
1 had to decide if I should immediately fly 2.0(X)
miles back home or wait a while and see how he did.
The decision was very hard.
It’s pretty simple for most people to say that a
chicken salad sandwich sounds delicious for lunch.
But to make a choice, or worse, make the wrong
choice about visiting the patriarch of my family, the

one person who means most to me, was more comI knew if my grandfather was getting worse. I
plicated.
wanted to see him. At the same time, 1 am aware that
While my grandfather was in the hospital, the doc- he is 91 and anything could happen.
tors did some tests to find out why he lost
Something could also happen to any
feeling in the left side of his body. They
of us at anytime without warning. I was
put him on a blood thinner and his constuck.
dition improved. A few days later, he reI did the only thing left to do think.
gained all feeling in his arm and leg and
My coming home wasn’t going to change
the hospital released him.
the situation. My granddad’s state wasn’t
The same night he got home, he engoing to change because of my visit.
dured another minor stroke and was
Up until now, he’s lived a long healthy
rushed hack to the emergency nxim.
life.
I called my parents looking for some
He built planes in World War II and
guidance. What did I need to do?
was a barber in the mid -1900s. lie was
JULIA WEEKS
When you’re a child, parents always
married to my grandmother for 50 years
have the answers.
and had five children and three grandThis time was different they didn’t have any children, who he valued most.
My grandfather knows that 1 love him. This was
answers at all. It was my choice to come or not come
back home.
my main reason for choosing to stay in San Jose.
It’s been almost a month and he’s back at home.
Family is a vital part of our lives.

WORLD OF THE NO

lie’s suffered another little stroke and can’t feel much
of his left side.
I’ve been planning a trip to Memphis and will fly
home to see my granddad at the beginning of May.
When people are away from home and loved ones.
it dawns on them that they’ve created a life for themselves. They may work or go to school. but they have
responsibilities and commitments.
Being with your family is a huge deal, but my family realized what was going on in my life and respected me enough to let me make the right choice.
If living on your own and making your own decisions means you’re an adult. I definitely qualify.

Julia Weeks i.n the Spartan Daily photo editor.
"Memphis Belle" appears every other Wednesday.

GUEST COLUMN

BRIAN PEREZ

Bankruptcy bill would increase
the divide betwe en rich and poor
’rhc American people aren’t red and blue anymore. bankruptcy ill mg more expensive and it creates new
Instead, we are the betrayed and the ashamed. If tools for credit agencies and businesses to collect payyou’re a member of the Democratic Party, you should ments and seize personal assets, such as homes and
feel betrayed. If you’re a member of the Republican automobiles.
Party, you should feel ashamed.
The companies behind the nuiltimillion dollar lobWe all have our bones to pick with politicians. but bying effort claim the hill targets corruption among
"Hew. you’re good. Have you done this Fictive?"
the new bankruptcy bill that passed through Congress cardholders and will eventually drive down consumer
with flying colors last week takes amorality and prices. They v laim the corruption and frivolous use
treachery to new heights, even among the corporate of credit raises consumer prices and limits access to
lackeys on Capitol Hill. The House of Representatives credit by tlte average Joe. Along %%ith the bill’s propopassed the bill 302-126. while the Senate passed it 74- nents in Congress, these industries say that this hill is
about perminal responsibility.
25. Every Republican voted in favor of the hill.
Such behavior from the Republican Party should
Indeed, our hearts should go out to the credit industry.. which reaped $30 billion in profits last year. But
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and stall members, The deadline for entries is noon three ’ be expected the 218 members of the house are
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms :ire a% adable in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
closeted corporate servants. But the fact that 73 House if corruption is so rampant. why do they keep offering
Hemel Hall, room 209. Entries can also he emailed iii spanandally, as.I sissi.edu titled "Sparta Guide.- Space
and 25 Senate Democrats crossed party lines to hack’ credit to anyone and everyone? Shouldn’t they take
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
stab the American consumer just proves that an asser- respiinsibilit% tor their marketing tactics’?
tive opposition party doesn’t exist.
It’s not a coincidence that 104 bankGay, Lesbian, Bisexual. "Hansgender and Allies
In statement, President Bush said
ruptcy law professors wrote a letter to
A meeting will take place from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
that these much needed "common-sense
Congress warning it about the bill’s
in the Costamoan room. For more information, call
RevolutionEyx, Inc., SJSt I’s Marketing Solutions
reforms will make the system stronger"
impin alums For instance, one third of
Jason at 924-8937.
"Chemistry in Motion" will take place from 10 a.m.
and benefit low-income Americans with
families tiling for bankruptcy are already
to 3 p.m. at Pasco de Cesar Chavez. SJSU students
more access to credit. Ladies and gentleunder the poverty level. A recent Harvard
Asian American Christian Fellowship
will introduce the Chevy Cobalt, providing free food
Unieisity study of 1.771 people who
men of the betrayed and ashamed, this is
A ifleeting will take place at 6:30 p.m. in the Pacifica
and prizes. For more information. contact Sarah
tiled for hankrupitv found that in half
doublespeak at its finest and most articuroom
of
the
Student Union.
Kibbe at 971-0243.
late.
thecases. overwhelming medical costs
This bill doesn’t benefit anyone exwere the primary reason for bankruptcy.
SJSpirit
Counseling Services
cept Visa. Masteicard. Citicorp or any
Other studies have found that divorce
BANKS ALBACH
Candlelight worship will take place at 7 p.m. in
A men’s process group meeting will take place from
of the other proponents of .the bill, such
and job loss are prevalent factors leading
the Spartan Memorial. For inure information. call
11 a.m. to 12:20 p.m. in Counseling Services of the
as Steve Pfister. the senior vice presihankniptcy.
Chaplain
Roger
at
N15-1687.
Student Services Center. For more information, call
dent for government relations at the National Retail
Elizabeth Warren. a bankruptcy and commercial
924-591(1.
. Federation. Here is what he had to say in an e-mail law expert at Harvard Law School. was more than
Sigma Omicron Pi
statement that the federation later tried to retract.
concerned when she told the New York Times that
The Ninth Annual Perpetratin’ Lip Sync and Dance
School of Art and Design
"It feels like we’ve been waiting as long to pass "all of the money is on one side and all of the hurt is
bankruptcy reform as Washington spent trying to get on the oilier."
Competition will take place at 7 p.m. in the Morris
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
baseball back in town." Pfister said. "The House hit
If ’,Oil voted for the Republican Party because it
Dailey Auditorium. It u ill he a fund-raiser for the
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
one out of the park today. Now we’re just waiting for professes a strong s isit in of moral values, think again.
more information, call the gallery office at 924-4330.
Sunday Friends Foundation, a nonprofit organization
President Bush to cross home plate by signing this bill Of the 30 or so amendments that the Ikmocrats
for helping homeless and low-income families. For
into law."
wanted to attach to the bill. the Republican majority
Mu Alpha Gamma
more information. call Tammy Son at 930-2531.
This uncontained enthusiasm is alarming, but un- allowed none.
A meeting will take place at II a.m. in front of
derstandable. Here’s why.
Here is what we tnissed out on
special rules for
room 213 of Dwight Bente’ Hall.
These companies have contributed $40 million to victims of identity theft and medical circumstances,
Congress since 1989. So now, it’s payback time.
the exclusion of military personnel serving in !ray
Chinese Mandarin Bible Fellowship
Catholic Campus Ministry
When the hill goes into effect, bankruptcy filers and Afghanistan from the new hill and an amendment
A meeting will take place from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
will face a means test. If the test shows that a tiler can spons 1 by Ted Kennedy, 1) -Mass., that would
the Montalvo room of the Student Union.
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. A candlelight
pay at least $6,000 over five years and that the filer’s have raised the minimum wage from $5.15 an hour
worship will take place front 7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. in
income is above his or her state’s median income. to $7.25.
the Spartan Memorial. "The Bible and You" will take Hip Hop Congress
I mok at the bright side. This is great news for the
then the person tiling for bankruptcy must commit to
A meeting will take place front 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
place from 7 p.m. to it p.m. at the ministry. For more
a repayment plan under Chapter 13. Normally, fami
credit card industry. For the ashamed and the bein the Pacilica room of the Student Union. For more
information, call Sister Marcia Krause at 938-1610.
lies and individuals have had access to the generous trayed. however, the hill speaks for itself - don’t yet
information. call Wes Kunihara at 859-M79.
bankruptcy protections under Chapter 7. which results sick, tired or divorced and you’ll do just tine.
College of Engineering
in a clean credit slate.
San Jose State Handball Club
Undergraduate engineering student advising will he
According to the United States Census Bureau, the
Handball games will take place from 5 p.m. to
available from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in room 242 of the
median household income for a family of four in 2003
7 p.m, at handball court 1 of the Event Center Sports
Engineering building. For more information. call
was $65,093.
Banks Alhai I, is ii Spartan l)aily staff writer.
Evelyn Contreras at 924-3851.
Club.
In addition to stricter filing rules. the hill makes GarAi 11,11111111% tifpeill periodic till’.
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Cardinal crush Spartans
:h
Ily

Waite pitches
for two innings
By Brian Connelly
Daily Stuff Photographer

S.
fe

:1-

The San Jose State 1.:111Nersity
baseball team made a trip Tuesday
to Palo Alto. dropping an M-2 non conference contest to the Stanford
University Cardinal on a clear
night at Sunken Diamond. Both
the Spartans and the Cardinal entered the game ss ith equal overall
records of 20-14.
Although the Spartans tied the
game at the top of the third inning.

Mint()
Rlian Balbuena Oath/
San Jose State University golfer Tai Kinney finished ninth with a score of 150 after the second round play at
the Western Athletic Conference Championship in Kuna, Idaho. The Spartans finished in first place after two
rounds. The last round will be played today at Falcon Crest Golf Course.

Golf team on par for first place

2
Winning pitcher.
Erik Davis (2-0)
Losing pitcher
Brandon Hennessey (3-3)

By Sarah Holcomb
Daily Staff Writer

ifie ’ardinal %you’d pull .15,

is
rh
10011.
First baseman Brandon Fromm
singled in the Spartans first run
in the top of the third. Stanford
pulled assay 3-1 m the bottom
of the inning to lake the lead for
good. The Cardinal slammed
homers in consecutise innings.
fri urn the second through the fifth
- all coming off three different
SJSU pitchers.
"We had the oppi ’rum ities Iii
win," Spartan head 1.0.1,11 Sc’
[’vitro said. "Stanford untitim
nately tools ads anlatn: 1,1 rlre tic
hall. ;Ind \se is ere unable to take
ads antage of our ...airing opportunities
SIN nut the Spartans’ starting
nine play crs got his. but ses en Ili
their eight hits \k ere singles.
-We lust didn’t get the key
hits ss hen %se needed them."
Spartan catcher Justin SanfichHughes said.
The Spartans left only four
men oil base.
l’iraro said he thought the
Spartans play ed %s ell.
"Their 1 tiesilas pitcher performed heifer than our ’Tuesday
pits her did. bottom line." Piraro
said -Ac played well Demo el. we lust needed to ma sinnic

The women’s golf team
at San Jose State Unisersity
took a one...mike lead in the
Western Athletic Conference
Championships Tuesday. with

lie

It

ii
it

our

n iIir

UPDATE
Brian Connelly / Daily Staff
Spartan second baseman David Pierson scores on the second run on
an RBI ground out by Ryan Angel against the Stanford Cardinal on
Tuesday. Stanford defeated the Spartans 8-2.

For more Spartan sports coverage, go to

www.thespartandaily.com

10% off with Student MP
Downtown Location
173 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95113

John Dormann, in a prepared statement. "She came here to win."
According to a statement.
Gomez had five birdies and four
bogeys in the second round on
Tuesday. Gomez averaged 79.6
strokes per round in her last two
tournaments.
Carrnina Calle, who was a driving force at the beginning of the
women’s season. finished 22nd on

TfIE TINE Of OPPRESSION 2005

www.britanniaarms.com

Entertainment:
Monday: Poetry Slam
Tuesday: Poker Night
Wednesday: Live Music
Thursday: Country Western
Friday: Live Music
Saturday: Live DJ
Sunday: Karaoke
The Environmental Resource Center Presents...

s%) Earth b
Fartend! OP
0-4;6
t
Earn
1 50 - $300
Per Day
Nationwide job placement
Financing available
Nv1, Milt nolhrnentkvssisti
MO-visosiorill

Central Plaza, 7111 St. 10am-3pm
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freshman Jenelle Gomez leading
the way with a score of 71. one
stroke under par.
The team finished the day with
a score of 595 strikes just one

and Tuesday.
"(Gomez) seems to have her
confidence back." said head coach

Tuesday ss ith a score of 79 for both
rounds.
"We’re hanging in there, playing smart golf, staying away from
trouble and making some putts."
Dormann said in the statement.
"We’re gluing to need a good score
from ((’idle I tomorrow if we are
going to win."
Dormann said the women compared this tournament to last year,
when they started the last round
of the tournament in first place.
but finished the tournament in
second.
"Hopefully we can win and
punch our osvn ticket to the
regionals," Dormann
NCAA
said.
The airmen will play the final
round ot the tournament today
at Falcon Crest Golf Course in
Idaho.

ippOrli111111CS

PM het Randy Waite started
the game tor the Spartans. lasting Os., innings ss Ink go ing up
two hits. one tun. striking out
one ssith one %ldlk from there.
the Spartan bullpen took over.
go mg up seven runs in six innings.
"Our pitchers hit had locations, and the Cardinal took adsamagc," Piraro said.
Senior Anthony T’ontreras
was the nth:11%1w spark for the
Spartans. going 2 -for-4 while
accounting for the Spartan’s
lime extra base hit.
Next for the Spartans is a
three game home series against
the Vinsersity of ilawari at
2 p.m It iday at Blethen
The Sault day and Sunday gawp:s
begin at noon.

y

I

Freshman golfer lenelle Gomez led the
Spartans to first place after two rounds
Final round.
Today at Falcon Crest

less than second -place tillIsher
University of Tulsa, the six -time
defending conference champion.
SJSU was the only team with
four players finishing in the top
10.
Gomez was the tournament
leader with a score of 144 for the
first two rounds, held on Monday

Dancers * Exhibits * Speaker * Fun
1
1 Speaker: Dr. Stuart Weiss,
i
1
Nitrogen and Ecosystem
’Atmospheric
i
iChange, April 21 at 1:30 pm, DMH 161 i

Sponsored by: Associated
Students, Transportation
Solutions, and sjspirit.org.

For more information
call: 408-924-5467

APRIL 18% (i2P10 8Pg)
APRIL 19111(9Am - Pm 8. 4em - fiem)
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’True story’ horrifies audience

WEDNESDAY - APRIL 20, 2005

French artist shows off
playful sculptures, paintings
By Sergey Loginov
Daily Staff Writer
-Les Sculptures en Voyage."
an exhibition of sculpture and
paintings by French artist Frederic
Lanovsky opened Friday at
Gallery Blu in Santa Clara.
The exhibition showcases the

in VII 11/
works made by Lanovsky br
the gallery during the last three
months he spent in the Bay Area,
following an invitation from his
fellow countryman Bruno Morel.
the owner of Gallery Blu.
Lanovsky’s sculptures are definitely
not the first thing that
comes to mind

Photo courtesy of United Artists Films
Kathy Lutz (Melissa George) tries to save her daughter from falling off the roof in "The Amityville Horror."

Haunted house movie revamps remake
By Ashley Johnson
Daily Staff Writer
Picture this. The house is quiet
at the Deco residence, everyone
is asleep. Everyone except Ronald
DeFeo. He sits alone in the base -

REVIEW
ment. inert before the flickering
images on a television set. He
picks up a shotgun and takes the
creaking stairs to the bedrooms on
the second floor.
Without even flinching, he
shoots both his parents in the
back of the head. He continues to
his siblings’ rooms, following the
same procedure. He heads to the
attic where his little sister is hiding
in the corner. Before pulling the
trigger, her last words to him are.
"Ronnie, what’s wrong?"
It happened Nov. 13. 1974. in
Long Island. N.Y.
Six members of the DeFeo family were murdered while sleeping.
Its a true story first portrayed
in the 1979 film classic. "The
Amityville Horror."
One year after the murder. the
Lutz family moves into the house
after buying it for a song.
Despite learning the reason for
the deal they received, they decide to make it work.
Their picture -perfect dream
world is finally falling into place,
but after the initial move -in period ends, strange things begin to
happen.
Director Andrew Douglas reinvents the classic horror film by
adding a few modern touches.
The 2005 version of "The
Amityville Horror" surpasses the
1979 version by adding haunting
music and increasing the creep
factor.
The movie is scary enough in
the theater, but shown at home,

the chilling scenes and i2risly images start to pervade the mind.
Ryan Reynolds. who plays the
young patriarch of the family. does
an excellent job in his transformation from patient father to ruthless
psycho upon entering the house
and disco % ermg its secrets.
The movie is tilled with suspense. Although there are no
scenes that will make you scream
"bkxxly murder.- there are plenty
that will send shivers up your spine
or make your heart jump inn, or
throat.
The nun is’ begins 111 sepia hues
and grainy footage elm:loped hy
the unforgettable theme music distinctly reminiscent of a children’s
choir humming a high-pitched lullaby.
The sequence of events is unpredictable and will leave those in
the audience who haven’t already
seen the original film perplexed
and petrified.
The house, like the house in
the movie "Psycho,- has its own
unique, unmistakable identity.
The two attic windows framing the chimney, which make the
house look like a face, give it an

aura of evil and mystery.
The image of the house from the
outside cannot compare to what
happens on the inside synchronous opening of windows in the
dead of night. the flapping doors
of the boathouse when they’re
supposed to be kicked and bleeding walls.
The min is’ goes on to take
adantage of and subjugate our
deepest emotions to a maelstrom
of aknew
When the youngest boy in the
Lott family. Michael (Jimmy
Bennett Ill, has to go to the bathniom in the middle of the night.
he jumps out of bed, runs down
the halls and quickly uses the
toilet while eyeing the darkened
hallway beyond. The silence is
deafening and the wait for something to jump out inner ceases
until Michael sprints hack to his
room and throws the covers over
his head.
The movie doesn’t stop delivering blows, even when it’s over.
It leaves the audience with one
last glimpse of the horror that
truly occurred 26 years ago in a
house with a life of its own.

when you hear the word "sculpture." No bronze, no marble, no
stone.
Creating his life-size figures
Lanovsky used polymer resin and
painted it in boisterous colors.
Men. women. cats, dogs, birds
his characters seem to have
escaped from a twisted animated
cartoon. They all smile, even
quirky animal trophies you can
only guess what animals destined to decorate somebody’s living room.
Each sculpture looks as if it was
a modeled by a preschool child
who didn’t try to be too faithful
to proportions men and women
all seem to wear site -16 shoes.
Their hands. legs and torsos are
also often longer than ordinary.
Same -looking characters inhabit Laren sk ’s watercolors.
visibly enjoying life in its home
routine.
The artist portrays domestic
life %% it hi ease. displaying its sunny
side
eery body has fun, and it’s
impossible not to
seeing
smile
lano% sky ’s
works.

"The Bird,"
a polymer
resin
sculpture
by Frederic
Lanovsky,
can be
seen in "Les
Sculptures
en Voyage"
at Gallery Blu
until May 2.

"I chose to work with Frederic
because the idea of the gallery is
to work with figurative and abstract." Morel said. "And I think
his material tits very well with
California colors."
Morel, director of engineering
for a semiconductor equipment
company by his main profession.
opened the gallery slightly more
than a year ago to exhibit the
works of his sister Tiny Morel.
Since its opening, the gallery showcased a number of
Californian as well as internationally based artists.
"Les Sculptures en Voyage"
will run at Gallery Blu through
May 2.
It is open from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Wednesday through Friday. from
2 p.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday through Tuesday by appointment. The gallery is located
at 2255 The Alameda in Santa
(’bra between 1-1040 and Santa
Clara University.

Photo courtesy of Frederic Lanovsky
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185 Park 1,,F11
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Have some spare time Need extra SW?
It so give as a call Were Hiwdys looking
for goad workers. even e you only wart to
i
work part-time, certain days. etc
temporary
workers to Bay Area
Manpower Staffing has been providing
compan.es for over SC years, We offer varied wdrk s,thedules in ohortaiiii
Iri.
ytu-’egUldr Pell!-teloe alio fill tune ,ISS.91111,elits
in administrative, industrial. heteca. financial. IS/It biotech health care
and professional ocsitions You Day no fees for any work we find for you,
Benefits to our tempora’y employees
Vedical and dental
Competitve pay
Re’erral bonuses
Pied hultdays
411(k. pier,
Free in line training
Paid vacations
Dreot deposit
No placement fees

Benefiting the
San Francisco
-wkir=i.r.
AIDS Foundation
77-3""
and other
HIV/AIDS service organizations
serving the five Bay Area
counties

WELCOME
HOME.
APPLY ONLINE TO LIVE ON CAMPUS
Now you’re just a click away from everything that living
on campus has to offer. Go to the Campus Village
website and apply to live on campus today.
You’ll live within walking distance of classes and
downtown San Jose, while enjoying great amenities like
high-speed Internet access, cable TV, basic utilities and
much more, all included in your monthly rent.
Housing assignments are made on a first -come,
first-paid basis, so apply NOW!

APPLY ONLINE TODAY!
Questions? Call University Housing Services at
(408) 924-6160.
Thank. h
The SpArt,in
Daily

www.sjsucampusvillage.com
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Cardinals
elect
new pope

SPARTAN DAILY

E-MAIL - Some students concerned about privacy issues
continued from page 1

VATICAN crrv (API
With
unusual speed and little surprise,
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger of
Germany became Pope Benedict
XVI on Tuesday, a 78 -year-old
transitional leader who promises
to enforce strictly conservative
policies for the world’s Roman
Catholics.
Appearing on St. Peter’s
Basilica balcony as dusk fell, a red
cape over his new white robes, the
white-haired Ratzinger called himself "a simple. humble worker."
The crowd responded to the
265th pope by waving flags and
chanting "Benedict! Benedict!"
From Notre Dame in Paris to the
Basilica of Guadalupe in Mexico
Ca), cathedral bells tolled and
pravers were offered. Millions
watched live television broadcasts of St. Peter’s hells pealing at
6:04 p.m. and white smoke pouring
from the Sistine Chapel’s chimney.
signs a successor 10 John Paul II
had been Chi isen,
Not tn. co one was happy, however. Jose Sits ano, a 40-year-old
trawl agent (nun Brazil. called
Rat/Inger "the right pope for the
cardinals, hut not for the people.
We were hoping for a South
American. a Brazilian, a pope
who would work for the neediest
and the rights of women and children."

"I started getting them when I
started San Jose State," Reiner()
said. "I didn’t really question it,
I figured it was just through the
school. I figured it was all legit."
Reiner() said he thinks it is a
valid way to contact students.
"A lot of San Jose State students are connected to Internet,
so they’re going to be
checking their e-mail."
Reinert) said. "It’s an
efficient way to get
information out."
De Alba said A.S.
has access to the email addresses that
students
give
the
university when they
enroll.
"A.S. is a membership organization." De Alba said.
"As long as a student pays fees and
is duly registered, the information
they give is available for the purpose of informing the students of
their rights and opportunities."
Upon learning how A.S. acquires e-mail addresses. Reiner()
said he thought the e-mail should
he for office use only.
"(An e-mail address) is something that should be used for
school,
nothing
club-wise."
Reiner() said.
Some students said they do not
receive the e -mails.
Jeff Lagman, a senior majoring
in marketing, said he does not get
e -mails from AS., but he would
like to receive them.
"I feel like I should at least

know what is going on." Lagman
said, adding that he would like to
know which bands and what types
of genres are being played on campus.
"I think it would also help with
campus life," Lagman said.
Kelly Lampman, a sophomore
majoring in marketing management, also said she doesn’t receive
the e -mails from AS.. hut is un-

CONTEST

Rachel Greathouse sent an e-mail
from her personal e-mail address
to students at SJSI ’
In the e-mail, which was sent in
the middle of A S. elections, she
wrote that she sought to -dispel
some untruths during campaigning
and encourage all to become educated voters."
De Alba said Greathouse was
entitled to use the A.S. e -mailing
list because she was acting as A.S.
president.
"Even
though she
used
her
personal
e-mail address,
she
Is as
communicating
as A.S. president." De
Alba said,
adding that she used her personal
address so students could reply to
the e-mail it the), wanted to.
don’t think that e-mail
used properly.- Reinerii said I
don’t think the use of es er!,
s

Mark Trim, a junior majoring in
television, radio, film and theatre,
said he has never signed up to get
e -mails from the school and has
never receised e -mails from A.S.
but he did receive the e-mail that
Greathouse sent during the elections.
"When I read it, I said ’wow,’ "
Trim said. "I sensed it ssas a cam-

paign tactic and I thought it was
pretty unfair. The e-mail really
showed %Oat the Spartan Party is
capable ot. if what lengths they.
will go to.Tran said it is plausible that
Greathouse got his e-mail from
MySpace.com, where he is connected to the SJSU group.
-I don’t know how the student
body treats it. but I treat it like hulk
mail." ’Iran said.
Greathouse Sk as um’’, ai table for
comment

"I don’t know how the student body
treats it, but I treat it like bulk mail."
Mark Tran,
student
comfortable with the idea.
"It’s kind of like a phone number. you don’t want people calling
you at home," Lampman said.
De Alba said A.S. uses the email addresses for the sole purpose
of informing the students.
"We focus on the outreach to
students on what is permitted." De
Alba said, meaning A.S. doesn’t
sell students’ e-mail addresses to
other companies and they don’t
put other companies’ information
in the e-mail’, it sends Out to students, he said.
When a student receives an email from AS.. there is no name or
office affiliated with the e-mail and
the e-mail states that it was sent
from A.S. as an organization.
But on March 22. A.S. President

The SPARTAN DAILY
DELIVERY DRIVERS
makes no claim for products or
Party Rental Business
services advertised below nor
Perfect for Students,
is there any guarantee implied
Earn 1250 Every Weekend’
The classified columns of the
Must have reliable truck or
Spartan Daily consist of paid
von Heavy lifting is required
advertising and offerings are
408-292-7876
not approved or verified by the
newspaper
WELCOME SACK SPARTANS,
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic A energetic individuals to work al neaMy vials
private events A cmintry clubs
GENERAL
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
LIVE & WORK IN COSTA RICA,
Australis. Brazil, Chins or Spain schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots ol fun A earn good
this summer, Experience
another culture & change your money Call 408-867-7275
life We have paid and volunteer positions available now,
Contact us today to learn more
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
,9 1 (866) 6 ABROAD ext 138
$1450 to START
f4WW allianceabroad com
Certified Training Provided
Suits All Maims
STUDENTPAINTERS.NET
Great Resume Exp
HIRING Painters for Summer
Flex Around Schedule
NOW, Some Marketing work in
IMMEDIATE Openings
Spring $8-10 1811] :’29.2955

EMPLOYMENT

Call 40843’, 9336
FunStudentWork I ore

TELLER POSITION FT
Western Union location Santa
Clara Bilingual (English/
Spanish) $9 00/hr 988-4512
SMALL MOM & POP ARTS
CRAFT CO. needs general
help Some retail sales, some
heavy lifting some creative
work Will train no exp nec
Close to SJSU FT/PT/Flex
Call Ed 408.984-4020
NOW HIRING CAMPUS
MANAGERS. Ready for the
UReps challenge’? LIFieps
s looking for the most out
30109 enthusiastic leaders
for our Campus Manager
aosition tor the Fall. 2005
semester, Work IC) hours per
week, gain valuable business
experience, and earn while
you build your resume $100
weekly salary plus bonuses
To learn more, and apply visit
AWN URops corn

Classified readers shook’ be
reminded that
these

further

lion

readers should carefully

investigate all firms offering
employment listings (II r011
pens fur discount vacations
merchandise

SWIM TEACHERS-Year
round program. indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shifts
available Email resume to
sdavisQavac us

FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
Activities lessons, Learning for girl

Clearly Print Your Ad Here

LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU
LOS GATOS SWIM AND
9e, $1095/
Lge 28/i 5 Ha
RACQUET CLUB is currently
accepting applications for posi- MO 2 13/1 Be $975/mo Newly
inn
tolnit .1011 ’104 95S4
tions in the following departments Front Desk, Fitness
Staff. Summer Camp Leaders
Childcare A Age -Group Swim
SHARED HOUSING
Coaches Applicants are to be
HOUSING FOR YOUBSJSU
outgoing able to multi -task
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE,
Good customer service is a
We Otter
plus PT AM/PM shills avail’Housing for American
able. More info call (408)
&International
Students
356-2136 or fax resume to
.An Intercultural Experience
14081 358-2593
with International Students
’One Semester Contract
’Computer & Study Fil.)01TIS
MOM’S HELPER: Mon 12 7
’Wireless Internet Access
Wed 1-5. Thur 3-7 $12/hr
’Sate. Friendly A Homelike
Help mom with new twins Call
Environment
408-287-1479 Cheryl or Keith
’Various Cultural Activities
’Parking
We are currently accepting
applications The International
TIRED OF SHARING
House is located at
360S Ilth Street If you are
A BATHROOM??
interested or have questions
Come see our huge
please rah 924-6570
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
ROOM FOR RENT- 3B13/2BA
Newly remodeled
home in quiet safe SJ area
Laundry facddies
7 me from SJSU I hlk to Lt rail
Parking
5425/rnii old ini :-’65 6381
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
SERVICES
others, 51195 00/mo
408-947-0803
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN

RENTAL HOUSING

fax
Save 40

DUPLEX FRONT UNIT: 2 BD
Spacious Close to Freeways
Japantown & Downtown
51300/mo Call 650 520-7045
MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Apts at
Tully A Mrlaughin
Rents start from $875
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking WAD
Close to Library. Shopping
HY101/280
995 Tulty Rd 294-6200

aflf affit faig 00, yam
fer, For into rail

1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental corn or
www gokfemirestrlental com
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
E xperrenced Ilk ient Exact
Familiar with APA A Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace a 831 7521108 or
Evagrace-a’aol com or visit
www gracenotesedding com

408.924.3277
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SOUNDS UNIQUE: Belore
you purchase any new or

D Tutoring

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SPERM DONORS NEEDED
used Hit, Electronics check
The Palo Alto CA branch of
with us for great deals on
the California Cryobank is
,i.-ime brand gear We carry
seeking men of all ethardies
,,er 100 brands of quality
i.roducts including tube & solid for our sperm donor programs
loudspeakers. DJ sound It you are currently attending college or hold BA degree
classic used equipment
you can earn up to $900/m0
Sounds Unique buys sells
receive a tree comprehensive
trades. consigns & services
most quality equipment Trade health screening $ help infertile
in your old electronics for new couples For more information
We rebuild your old loudspeak- or to apply online please visit
www f ryotrankflonors corn
ers for new sound Special
pricing for SJSU students A
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
faculty Check our website
BIRTHRIGHT Mks 241 8444
www soundsunique corn or rail
400
4900 F reerContirlential
408-287-3002
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Check a classification

DAnnOunteMents

1 1 -day
2 -days
I 3 -days
4 -days
5 -days

Doors open at 6:30 p.tn.. and
the cost is $5 for advance tickets
and $8 at the door. Son said she
anticipates that the event will last
until abolit 10 p ri

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classifled@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
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AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM
TEACHERS WANTED
have experience working with
children & have a minimum
of 12 units in child develop
ment related classes Flexible
hours a plus Call Small World
Schoolskii408-283-9200 est 21
orb0 Fax Res to 406-283-9201

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Viecreation/Enrichment
Programs P/T. M -F 2-6 15pm
Pay Range $7 83-511 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245

Sunday.

PHN:
FAX:

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words

they

should require complete infix
matron before sending money
for goods or services In midi

EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION/RECREATION/
CHIL DC ARE

munity," Son said. "’These charities
are always basing their funds cut,
tilt we try and help them."
The Sunday Friends Foundation
works %k ith fatuities who live in
homeless shelters as well as those
from hiss -income households. The
foundation hosts programs each
Sunday that include activities to
encourage family unity as well as
to impnive language and occupational skills.
Because of budget cuts, the
foundation has been forced to
reduce its programs to once or
twice a month, as opposed to every

"Without her saying anitung
about AS., I had no idea It o is
coming from AS..,, Reinert) said
"It could he Rachel Greathouse
informally e -mailing me. If she’s
gong to be sending it through A S
she needs to have sometlimil on
there that says A.S."
Greathouse also got her rues
sage to sonic students Mkt don’t
normally receive e -mails trom A.S.

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

when making
contacts

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant Toddler 8 Preschool
Teachers & Aides Substitute
positions, some with flexible
schedules, are also available ECE units are required
for leacher positions but
not req for Aide positions
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS? Excellent opportunity for Child
Earn 515-5125 A more/survey Development maiors Call
WNW moneyfor surveys com
Cathy for an interview
2441968416 or tax res to 248-7433

participants Work with other cornrnimM ergs Set-up A deliver programs at assigned locations 5-10
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
hrs/wk $10 00/hr HS diploma
EARN INCOME A ONNExPERIENCE
or equiv w/some experience
Understand gel/gender issues
-PART-TIME OPENINGS
First Aid/CPR Cod (have
’HIGH-STARTING PAY
CAMP
COUNSELORS
needed
or
can obtain) Basic math
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
06/05-08/19 for Residential
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
SUMMER Camping Program
company vehicles Bilingual is
’Customer sales/service
for children A adults with disa plus Avail Immediately Send
"All majors may apply
abilities Challenging, Rewarding. cover letter & res to HR. Girl
’Internships possible
Tamisha,.408-243-7861
Call
Scouts of Santa Clara Co
’Scholarships awarded annually
or
visit
Weeks viaservices org
13105 Bascom Ave San .108.1
-Some conditions apply
CA 95128 FAX 406 287-8025
’No experience necessary
$8.00/140UR
Email hrirkgirlscoutsofscc org
’Training provided
Register FREE
No phone calls. please Aura
for lobs near
CALL 615-1500 9am 5pm
Campus or Home
www workforstudents corn/To
student sitters rum
DAYCARE TEACHERS: (-8th
school seeks responsible indiCOLLEGE WORKS PAINTING INSTRUCTORS For FITNESS viduals for extended daycare
EDUCATIONAL
CLASSES:
Looking for Motivated Students
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
to Paint houses In SJ Area this Great Opportunity Great Pay
A Flexible Hours Call 408 971 units required Previous expen
Summer No Exp Nec Will
once with children preferred
4760
or
visit
campcarter
net
Train Call 406 310-0936
Call 244-1968 X16

LEE’S SANDWICHES now hong, All positions available 260
Sixth St
E Santa Clara St
Next to New Civic Center/City
Hall Call 408-687-101S or visit
w-ww leesandwiches COITI

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional

STUDENTPAINTERS.NET
NOW Hiring’ House Painter’,
Wanted No exp nec Training
provided Spring -PT SummerFT Ea 50-511 00/hr Email
studentpainters4ossoyanoo corn
or Call (408) 476-8488

continued from page 1

e-mail address to send out that e
mail during elections Or as right. Reinert) said he vasn’t ass ire
that the e-mail came (corn A.S
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CLOTHESLINE

Keeping it clean ...

Shaminder Dulai / Daily Staff
Sergio Sevillo, left, and another employee of Bay Area Maintenance wash windows at the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library Tuesday. San Jose State University hired the company as
contractors for window washing.

MAGAZINE - Publisher of Metro will be guest speaker
continued from page 1
Gotliffe said.
After the panels, a luncheon will
be held in the Loma Prieta room of
the Student Union. Tickets were
on sale for $15 through Tuesday.
Getty said the luncheon is another
opportunity for students to interact
with the panelists.
After the luncheon the keynote
speaker. Dan Pulcrano, the publisher. editor and founder of Metro
Newspapers, will speak.
Todd Inoue, the music editor of Metro Newspapers and
a Magazine Day panelist. said
Pulcrano is dedicated to keeping
the news independent.
"The Metro is locally owned
and operated." Inoue said. "He has
been able to parlay independent

SPARTAN DAILY

thinking in the valley."
When Inoue attended San Jose
State University, he met the editor
of The Metro and got his first stad
through an internship. He said
Magazine Day is valuable because
students don’t have to deal vs iii
secretaries, they can lust walk up
to the professionals and ask them
what they want.
Janet Marcelo, a sophomore
majoring in journalism, said that
Mu Alpha Gamma planned on
having Will Dana from Rolling
Stone act as the keynote speaker.
He could not attend because of an
illness in his family. Marcelo still
believes that Pulcrano will have a
lot to share, since he has "made it
big in the Bay Area."
Gotliffe said previous keynote
speakers have included magazine
editors of Glamour. Details. Spin.

’lime. Ms.. National Geographic.
Bon Appetit. Salon.com. Sunset.
Premiere, Mother Jones and Bay
Guardian.
This year’s panels include editors and writers from magazines
such as The Wave. Wired and
Sunset.
the panels are going to he
pretty. personal," Getty said. She
said there will he a question -and answer session at each panel.
"The students hay e
chance
to lead the discussions and come
away with the information they
wanted." Getty said.
Mu Alpha Gamma is the student
organization that brings together
students vs hi are interested in any
aspect of the magazine medium.
Mu Alpha Gaininai pads together
e%ery %cal
Magazine
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INTERNS - Prizes awarded in raffle

continued from page 1

continued from page 1

Program. "It puts out a visual of
domestic violence."
The paints that are provided for
students all have a certain meaning.
Each color represents a form
of abuse. Yellow or beige is for
battered or assaulted women; red.
pink and orange are for survivors
of rape and sexual assault: blue
and green are for survivors of incest and sexual abuse; purple and
lavender are for women attacked
because of their sexual orientation,
and black is for women attacked
because of political reasons.
Students were also able to pick
a size of T-shirt, because the size
of the shirt can represent the age of
the violence. Chau said.
"Putting a face to it makes more
of an impact," Alizaga said.
Beto Cisneros. a student, noticed the clothesline and stopped to
read the messages.
"This makes me think that
men who do this are monsters."
Cisneros said. "They deserve what
they did to happen to them."
People know that domestic
violence happens, but this makes
people more aware. Cisneros
said.
Monica Chey. a student, decided that she wanted to become
a part of the project by making a
T-shirt, to get out a message.
"The T-shirts caught my attention." Chey said. "Seeing all of
them encouraged me to do it."
Chey saw this as a way to be
active, and she hoped more people would support it also.
According to the Clothesline
Project Web Site, "This is to bear
witness to the violence against
women by airing the dirty laundry, and shoulder to shoulder,
breaking the silence saying no
more until ii stops."

group.
"I’ve never written a press release before this," Little said.
The class doesn’t use Chevrolet
every semester.
In the past, the class has used
such clients as the FBI and the
Department of Homeland Security,
to do more of a public service campaign. Werbel said.
"With Cobalt. our objective is
really just to build awareness."
Werbel said.
The project also entails raising money for the Make-A -Wish
Foundation, a charitable nonprofit
organization that helps children
with life -threatening illnesses.
"I encourage them to work with
a charitable organization." Werbel
said.
He hopes the group can raise
between $500 and $1,01X1 by the
end of the two-day event.
Chevy has worked with the
foundation in the past and it’s
common of big businesses to work
with nonprofits. Little said.
RevolutionLyz raised money
with a hake sale on Monday and

Tuesday and will hold one today.
Money was also donated by
faculty members, many of whom
are from the business department.
Little said.
"We’re not going to profit off
this event," Little said. "All proceeds go to the foundation."
"We encourage students to fill
out comment cards once they interact with the vehicle." said Kibbe.
marketing major and event coordinator for RevolutionEyz.
Then, participants receive a
ticket for a chance to win a prize,
she said.
Prizes include San Franei
Giants tickets. Oakland A’s tit,
an Apple iPod Shuffle and various
restaurant tickets, Little said.
get
Participants
can also
an autograph from a San Jose
SaherKitten.
Chevrolet hopes the two-day
event will encourage at least 700
people to complete comment
cards. Werhel said.
"I think that’s going to he tough
to achieve." Werbel said.
In previous years, the events attracted hem een 3(10 and 5(X) people hut were one day king. he said.
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Services Offered:
Orthopedic/Sports/Work Injury
Pre/Post Surgery Rehabilitation
FREE INJURY EVALUATION
San Jose Athletic Club
Downtown San Jose
196N. 3rd St. San Jose. CA 95112
Tel: (408) 284-8881 Also, visit on the web www.citysportpt.com

You can cross copying,

CHECK OUT WWW.THESPARTANDAILY.COM

collating and binding
The Entrepreneurial Society presents:

off your to do list.

Hector Franco, Entrepreneur - volunteer with SVCE at SJSU
Martin H. Nguyen - Patent Attorney
What; "Harvesting Your Own Ideas and Intellectual Capital"
Whew Thursday, April 21, 2()05
Where. BBC (Boccardo Business Education (’enter) 004
Time; 6:15pm to Mpm
This introduction to Intellectual Property (IP) protection will illustrate him you can
convert your ideas into intellectual capital. how you can leap into the fascinating world
of successful entrepreneurship, and how you can contribute to the economic growth of
our country. Participation in this Workshop will give you priority to register for a free

We offer a wide range of document services.
Full -service and self-service copying
Full -color copies
Binding, laminating and collating
Specialty paper
Custom printing

set of IP Lab sessions where you can learn how to file your own patent.
Entrepreneurial Capital and IP Protection
-Why IP is a crucial component of most technology -based startups
- t Inderstanding and learning how to take advantage of the Provisional Patent Applu atom
-Patent Basics
-Deferring the legal IP expenses until you can afford it
it yourself KIT

The
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_Do

BT 550 (Monday -Thursday

I -pm)

www.e-society.org

Convenient
neighborhood locations.

SOCi l’i V

Pick-up and
delivery available:

19th Annual Magazine Day!

Professional,
personalized
service.

Explore Trends in the Publishing World
F
Room

Feature Speaker; Dan Pulcrano-Publisher and Editor of Metro Newspaper
Where. Student Union. Loma Pneta

Contact Mara Flores - powerkat6000@aol.com or Jaime Visgar and
jaimelvisger sbcglobal.net
When. Thursday April 21st, 2005

Reception
Corporate vs. Independent Press Panel
Marketing Yourself Panel
10:30-11:45am Freelancing Panel
How to Start Your Own Magazine Panel
12:00-1:00pm Luncheon (tickets cost $15)
Keynote Speaker, Dan Pulcrano
1:00pm
8:30-9:00am
9:00-10:15am

Guest panelists include:
The Wave Magazine,
Metro Newspapers, HP,
San Jose Magazine.
Sunset Magazine, VIA
Magazine. Wired Maga
tine, and more...

b WHITE COPIES
BLACK
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Across MIK library & Blockbuster
3rd st Er San Fernado intersection
88 S 3rd st,
sanjose, CA95113
ph:408-293-9803
fax:408-293-9805
Mon - Fri: 9AM - 6:30PM
Sat: 11AM - 4PM; Sun: Closed

The UPS Store’
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